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The EP’96 proceedings have been produced from authors’ electronic manuscripts using the
following steps:

1. Authors received a LATEX or troff style file forEP-odd, some basic instructions on
using the style files, and sample input files.

2. Following these guidelines, all authors prepared their papers using LATEX, with
two exceptions: One authors’ team (P. Francois, P. Futtersack, C. Espert) worked
with FrameMaker; their paper was converted to a reasonably structured HTML by
the authors, using Harlequin WebMaker, and from HTML to LATEX by one of the
proceedings editors. Another team (W. Lovegrove and D. Brailsford) worked with
troff.

3. The LATEX source texts were processed by one of the proceedings editors at Munich.
For Y. Haralambous’ paper, theEP-odd style was adapted to LATEX 2e and the paper
run through TeX–XeT again by the author.

4. Copy editing was done by P. Wright at Wiley.
5. D. Evans of the CAJUN team at Nottingham produced PostScript and PDF versions

of all papers and the preliminary materials, taming some ill-behaving PostScript
figures on the way. He is also producing a CD-ROM of the proceedings on the basis
of the PDF data, as he did for EP’94.

6. C. Hüser at the GMD in Darmstadt, General Chair of EP’94, produced high-resolution
bromides on a Linotronic typesetter from the PostScript data, which were sent on to
the publishers.

The proceedings editors thank sincerely everybody who has been involved into the
production, includingEP-odd editor D. Brailsford. Without their hard and diligent work
and their professional experience the proceedings would not have been ready on time for
the conference.
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